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a b s t r a c t 

Recently, thanks to the state-of-the-art techniques in Generative Adversarial Networks, a lot of work 

achieves remarkable performance on learning the mapping between an input image and an output image 

without any paired relation. However, traditional methods on image-to-image translation merely consider 

the visual appearance properties, they fail to maintain the true semantics of an image during the transfer 

learning procedure from source to target domain. We propose a new approach that utilizes GAN to trans- 

late unpaired images between domains and remain high level semantic abstraction aligned. Our model 

controls the hierarchical semantics of images by processing semantic information on label level and spa- 

tial level respectively by constructing label and attention consistent losses. The experimental results on 

several benchmark datasets show that generated samples are both visually similar with target images 

and semantically consistent with their source counterparts. Furthermore, the experiment also suggests 

that our method can effectively im prove the classification performance in unsupervised domain adapta- 

tion problem. 

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

There are a lot of interesting applications on translating images

rom one domain to another domain [1–5] , e.g. , facial image to

moji, face swapping, sketch to photos, etc. Isola et al. [6] defines

uch problem of translating one possible representation of a scene

nto another as automatic image-to-image translation . Years of re-

earch in computer vision, image processing, and graphics have

roduced powerful translation systems in the supervised setting,

here example image pairs { x, y } are available. Most of them are

ormulated as per-pixel classification or regression [7–10] . How-

ver, even if pixel-wise models can reach a high accuracy and im-

ge quality, huge efforts in collecting paired training data is a pre-

equest. Fortunately, some efficient frameworks were developed to

andle this trouble recently [1,3,4,11–13] based on Generative Ad-

ersarial Networks (GANs) [14] . Radford et al. [15] found that GAN

s prone to build good image representations, as it provides an

ttractive alternative to maximum likelihood techniques. Because

f this excellent characteristic, GAN is widely applied to the field
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f image synthesis [16–19] . Subsequent works went a step fur-

her and combined GAN with unpaired image-to-image translation

1–3,6] . They firstly apply generative models to align different do-

ains or learn a joint distribution without pair information. Since

AN leaves out the tedious process of collecting training data, it

radually becomes an important method for image-to-image trans-

ation problem. 

Recently, an impressive work CycleGAN [11] exploits the prop-

rty that translation should be “cyclically consistent ”, in the sense

hat if we can translate an image to a new one, we can go back

o the original image with a similar translation process as well.

t uses element-wise metrics between original images and recon-

tructed images. However, element-wise measures like the squared

rror are not very suitable for image data, as they do not model

he properties of human visual perception. As shown in Fig. 1 a,

 CycleGAN directly learns the underlying relationship between

NIST and SVHN. Even though the output data distribution was

ell fitted, the learned relationship could be wrong. After exper-

mental analysis, we think the performance degradation depends

n that GAN fails to capture the real semantic concept of images.

herefore, we argue in favor for measuring image similarity using

 higher-level and sufficiently invariant representation of the

mages. Recently, Mirza and Osindero [20] proposed an often cited

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.neucom.2018.02.092
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/neucom
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.neucom.2018.02.092&domain=pdf
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Fig. 1. A comparison of impact on results between whether to use label information or not. We applied CycleGAN to generate MNIST images based on SVHN in both (a), 

(b) and the latter was conditioned on labels. We found generated samples in (a) are totally meaningless while for the other one, semantics can be transmitted to output 

successfully. 
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technique that generative adversarial nets can be extended to

a conditional model if both the generator and discriminator are

conditioned on some extra information (such as class labels or

data from other modalities). Through performing the conditioning

by feeding conditional vectors into the both the discriminator and

generator as additional input layer, we can direct the data gen-

eration process. For example, a conditioned version of CycleGAN

with integration of technologies of [20,21] in Fig. 1 b. This trick is

widely used in various GAN-based models [1,5,13,20] . 

More formally, suppose that we are given one set of input im-

ages in domain X 

c and one set of target images in domain Y c , re-

spectively, where c specifies the category of the sample. A map-

ping: X → Y is trained to induce an output distribution P ( Y c | X 

c , c )

that matches the empirical distribution P ( Y c ), e.g., we minimize∑ 

c D KL 

(
P 
(
Y c 

∣∣X c , c )‖ P ( Y c ) ) if Kullback–Leibler divergence is used. It

is worth noting that this method can only work on when class la-

bels in both domains are available. However, in practice, label in-

formation is always lacking in target domian. We probed further

and found out that this formulation is related to the unsupervised

domain adaptation problem. Under that condition, both the label

ˆ c of target images and an distribution P 
(
Y ̂  c 

∣∣X c , c ) need to be in-

duced to fit the empirical distribution P ( Y ). Based on the discus-

sion above, for a specified category c , we abandon the meaning-

less mappings when ˆ c � = c. Eventually, the learned distribution can

be formulated as P 
(
Y ̂  c 

∣∣X c , ̂  c = c 
)
. In general, the generated cross-

domain image must meet two requirements: appearance similarity

with target domain images and consistent semantic concept with

source domain counterparts. 

In this paper, we purpose a learning model for generating se-

mantic invariant cross-domain images. We utilize GAN to adapt

images from the source domain to make them appear as if they

were sampled from the target domain. For keeping the seman-

tics of generated image consistent with input image, we add con-

straints to label level and spatial level. The former is necessary as

it makes ˆ c = c stand. Motivated by [22] , we use a classifier to get

predict labels on both input and generated samples and construct

label consistent losses. In addition, for getting a stable image struc-

ture, we align high-level spatial information between domain by

applying attention maps of the intermediate layers in the network.

The fine grained semantic alignment process is well-distinguished

from traditional method in image-to-image translation, and the ex-

perimental results shows the stability and quality of generated im-

ages achieve a great promotion. Throughout the training process,

we only used source domain labels as a priori for semantic extrac-

tion. Our model can be viewed as a generative method for resolv-

ing unsupervised domain adaptation problems because it directly

fits the data distribution in the target domain. Our algorithm con-

sists of two steps: adversarial training and adaptive training. The

a  
ormer optimizes a generation network which applies GAN to pro-

uce outputs that similar with images sampled from the target do-

ain. In adaptive training stage, a classification network is trained

o extract shared feature which contains all the semantic informa-

ion between domains. Our model architecture details can be seen

n Fig. 2 . 

In this paper, we make the following contributions: 

• We extend the conditioned version of unpaired image-to-image

generation task to an unsupervised scenario (target domain la-

bels are unavailable) and propose Semantic Invariant GAN for

generating semantic invariant cross-domain images which can

be also used in unsupervised domain adaptation. 
• Our model controls the hierarchical semantics of images by

processing semantic information on label level and spatial level.

A series of losses are introduced to retain image semantics and

improve quality of generated samples. In addition, we found

they are also helpful for other GAN-based models. 
• Experimental results on SVHN-MNIST and Office-Home datasets

has validated that our model could make use of source domain

labels and produced more meaningful samples. The proposed

method also achieves state-of-the-art classification accuracy on

unsupervised domain adaptation problem. 

This paper is organized as follows: We briefly introduce some

elated works in Section 2 . Section 3 presents the problem formu-

ation of cross-domain image generation and a baseline method to

ddress this problem. In Section 4 , we describe in detail the for-

ulation of our approach and the iterative training procedure. In

ection 5 , attention mechanism is introduced to explain how at-

ention loss can help to retain the image semantics. In Section 6 ,

e give a introduction to the experimental setups and compare

he running results of our model and previous model. We conclude

his paper in Section 7 . 

. Related work 

Our research is closely related to unpaired image-to-image

ranslation and unsupervised domain adaptation. We briefly review

ecent representative works as follows. 

Unpaired image-to-image translation The goal of unpaired image-

o-image translation is to relate two data domains X and Y in

npaired setting. Rosales et al. [23] propose a Bayesian frame-

ork that includes a prior based on a patch-based Markov ran-

om field computed from a source image, and a likelihood term

btained from multiple style images. More recently, many meth-

ds explore about GAN-based joint distribution learning. The most

rimitive one is CoupledGAN [12] , which trains a coupled gener-

tive model that learns the joint data distribution across the two
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Fig. 2. Our network architecture. Solid line represents data flow in the network, dotted line refers to the loss item that needs to be calculated. The right half was classification 

network used to extract semantic information from pictures, and the left part was generation network. Inputs of generation network x s , x t refer to source and target samples 

respectively. And g s , g t are the outputs of the network with the corresponding inputs. Here g s is the adapted image from source domain to target domain, and g t is 

the reconstruction image from target sample. The weights of encoders were shared. Note that E and F are pretrained using labeled source images { x s , y } and h is the 

representation encoded by E . 
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Fig. 3. An illustration of calculating process of attention maps. 
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omains. However, CoGAN is difficult to converge when training

mages are more complicated. Another concurrent work CycleGAN

11] exploits the property that translation should be “cycle consis-

ent ”, in the sense that if we translate an image to a new one, we

hould go back to the original image. 

Some other methods learn only one directional mapping

source-to-target). A feature consistency constraint is added in do-

ain transfer network [2] to directly obtain a shared latent repre-

entation between domains. Another work called AlignGAN [13] is

ased on conditional GAN [20] . It learns domain-specific seman-

ics by the conditioned domain vectors and the shared semantics

y the other shared latent vectors. Unlike the methods discussed

bove, Sankaranarayanan et al. (2017) [24] regards image genera-

ion as a sub-task for domain adaptation, and forces the encoder to

roduce the embeddings for the target data in the domain align-

ent process. 

Unsupervised domain adaptation In this section, we focus on vi-

ual domain adaptation since it is more relevant to our work. Ear-

ier approaches to domain adaptation focussed on building feature

epresentations that are invariant across domains. This was accom-

lished either by feature reweighting and selection mechanisms

25] , or by learning an explicit feature transformation that aligns

ource distribution to the target [26,27] . 

Recently, Deep Neural Networks have been shown to be suc-

essful in unsupervised domain adaptation. We group deep learn-

ng methods for visual domain adaptation into two categories. One

ine of work uses discriminative based model. The Deep Adap-

ation Network (DAN) [28] applied the Maximum Mean Discrep-

ncy (MMD) [29] metric to layers embedded in a reproducing ker-

el Hilbert space, effectively matching higher order statistics of

he two distributions. In contrast, the deep Correlation Alignment

CORAL) [30] method proposed to match the mean and covari-

nce of the two distributions. Ajakan et al. [31] introduced the Do-

ain Adversarial Neural Network (DANN): an architecture trained

o extract domain-invariant features. Another class of works are

ased on generative models. CoGAN [12] approach applied GANs

o the domain transfer problem by training two GANs to gener-

te the source and target images respectively. The most latest work

22] learns a transformation in the pixel space from one domain to

he other in an unsupervised manner. 

. Problem formulation 

We give a problem formulation and a traditional GAN based

ethod on image-to-image translation. Suppose that we have a set
f images x s in source domain S and a set of images x t in target

omain T . The problem is learning a mapping �: S → T . For an in-

ut image x ∈ x s , a generated image φ( x ) is like a sample in target

omain T and has closed semantics with input x . 

We use an encoder-decoder network as generator and a classi-

cation network as discriminator. Adversarial training procedure is

onsistent with the traditional GAN: generator G is trained to pro-

uce outputs that cannot be distinguished from target images by

n adversarially trained discriminator, D , which is trained to do as

ell as possible at detecting the images are not sampled from tar-

et domain. A formalized expression of this method is as follows. 

Let E ( x ; θ e ) be a function defined on source domain which

aps an image x to a hidden representation h representing fea-

ures that are inclined to classification. A generator G ( h ; θ g ) is con-

tructed to decode h for a new image and a discriminator D ( x ; θd )

o detect images were not sampled from target domain. The dis-

riminator, whose output neuron is activated by sigmoid, outputs

he likelihood that a given image x has been sampled from the

arget domain. The generator is updated to produce images which

re discriminated to be true by discriminator. Finally, we optimize

 standard GAN loss as follows: 

GAN = min 

θg 

max 
θd 

E x t 

[
log D 

(
x 

t ; θd 

)]

+ E x s 
[
log 

(
1 − D 

(
G 

(
E 
(
x 

s ; θe 

)
; θg 

)
; θd 

))]
(1) 

here θ g , θd , θ e represent weights of generator, discriminator and

ncoder. E x t , E x s are the expectations on the set x t , x s , here x t ∼ T

nd x s ∼ S . 
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Fig. 4. Sample images from the Office-Home dataset. The dataset consists of images of everyday objects organized into 4 domains; Art: paintings, sketches and/or artistic 

depictions, Clipart: clipart images, Product: images without background and Real-World: regular images captured with a camera. The figure displays examples from 16 of the 

65 categories. 
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However, this method only transfers the appearance but fails

to align high-level semantics. It means generated samples can be

pointless. In addition, training GANs is well known for being deli-

cate and unstable, for reasons theoretically investigated in [32] . 

4. Semantic invariant GAN 

We propose a more robust architecture for cross-domain im-

age generation, which contains two sub-networks. The main part is

generation network, whose structure remains fixed with the base-

line method in Section 3 . The other named classification network

is used to extract discriminative semantic information. Motivated

by Bousmalis et al. [22] , if generator has sufficient capacity and

eventually converged to the optimum, an output sample will have

large probability to be classified into same category as its counter-

part in source domain. Therefore, the model is augmented with a

classifier F ( h , θ f ) to get task-specific labels of output samples. Then

£LabelConst is constructed as we wish task-specific labels more closer

to source labels. 

For a detailed description about this modifications. Let g s be

generated samples given by 

g 

s = G 

(
E 
(
x 

s ; θe 

)
; θg 

)
(2)

where x s is the input (source images) and g s is the corresponding

output (adapted images). 

We compute the task-specific labels ˆ y , which stand for the

probability of adapted image g s that was classified in every cat-

egory, by feed g s to classification network (Note that weights of E

in generation network and classification network are shared), 

ˆ y = F 
(
E 
(
g 

s ; θe 

)
; θ f 

)
(3)

Finally, £LabelConst was a cross entropy loss between ˆ y and

ground truth y from source image and label pairs { x s , y } (in the

form of one-hot), 

£LabelConst = −y · log ̂  y (4)

£LabelConst controls high level semantic abstraction of generated

images. This loss has the same form and purpose as the “task-

specific loss ” in [22] . Apart from £LabelConst , DTN [2] puts forward

a hypothesis that if generated images G ( x ) are well adapted, deep

features f ( G ( x )) should be identical to f ( x ), where f is a convolu-

tional network or multilayer perceptron. This formulation is called

f-constancy term. Even though all of these losses are used to make

the adapted images remain invariant semantics, their effect can

be distrincted. We consider f-constancy being a stronger constraint

than others. It can improve the quality and stability of the gener-

ated images but fail to generate images with more complex struc-

tures. Because a stronger constraint tends to limit the pattern of
enerated samples, which is a widely discussed problem in GAN

raining called “mode collapse”. The contrast experimental results

n Fig. 7 also corroborate the above inference and finally we adopt

abel consistent loss instead of f-constancy . 

However, we cannot get invariant semantics merely accord-

ng to consistency on label level. Images classified to the same

ategory always have a distinctive spatial structure. For a two-

imensional image, spatial information is extremely important. A

rowing number of computer vision models discard the vector rep-

esentation and use more convolution structures [8] . For this rea-

on, we propose to align high-level spatial information between

omain by applying feature maps of the intermediate layers in

he network. This practice can be explained as attention mecha-

ism [33] . So, we construct a fine grained semantic alignment loss

alled attention loss, which we will make a detailed introduction

n Section 6 . 

Constraints mentioned above cannot guarantee that the learned

idden representations contain the whole hinge information in tar-

et domain. Based on [34] , a hypothesis conveys that a domain-

daptive representation should satisfy two criteria: (i) classify well

he source domain labeled data and (ii) reconstruct well the tar-

et domain unlabeled data. If target images are encoded by en-

oder E , we must assure that original image can be restored easily

rom these encoded representations. So, £MSE between generated

nd original images is adding to objective function. 

Let g t be output when feed target images x t to generation net-

ork, as we wish, g t must be resemble with original x t . £MSE can

e formulated as follows: 

MSE = d 1 
(
G 

(
E 
(
x 

t ; θe 

)
; θG 

)
, x 

t 
)

(5)

here d 1 is similarity metric function. There are many forms of d 1 
ncluding Mean Squared Error (MSE) and cosine distance, as well

s other variants including hinge and triplet losses. The perfor-

ance is mostly unchanged, and we report results using the sim-

lest MSE solution. 

In order to slightly smooth the resulting image, we added an

nisotropic total variation loss [35] , 

T V ( z ) = 

∑ 

i, j 

((
z i, j+1 − z i, j 

)2 + 

(
z i +1 , j − z i, j 

)2 
) B 

2 

(6)

ere z = g s , i and j represent the specific location of an image

ixel. this is an optional loss which only for getting more flatness

nd beautiful results. In the experiment, we employ B = 1 . 

Our algorithm can be summarized as in Algorithm 1 . 
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Algorithm 1 Semantic invariant GAN. 

Input: input x s , x t , source label y s , hyper parameters: multiplier 

of penalized item α, β , γ , classification network training interval t 

Output: adapted samples g s with invariant semantics 

1: pretrain parameters of classification network θe and θ f using 

x s , y s 

2: for max iteration i do 

3: feed x s , x t as input updating parameters of generative and 

discriminative network θe , θg , θd for optimizing adversarial loss 

£adv = £GAN + α£At tent ion + β£MSE + γ £T V 

4: if i mod t == 0 then 

5: feed x s , y s as input adapting classification network pa- 

rameters θe , θ f for optimizing loss £LabelConst 

6: else 

7: pass 

8: return output samples g s 

5
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Fig. 5. Attention maps chose for calculating loss in the experiment. 
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. Attention loss 

Single objects are rendered on black back-grounds and conse-

uently we expect images adapted from these renderings to have

imilar foregrounds and different backgrounds from the equiva-

ent source images. Z-buffer masks can help to differentiate be-

ween foreground and background pixels. By using z-buffer masks

s prior knowledge, a content-similarity loss can be calculated that

enalizes large differences between source and generated images

or foreground pixels only [22] . But z-buffer masks are not avail-

ble if training data are exclusively RGB images and it is tough

o let network know which part of training images will be fore-

round. 

Enlightened by the studies on image saliency [36–38] . We con-

truct a constraint term called attention loss [33] that can deter-

ine and distinguish which area of images play a key role in the

lassification and which is barely irrelevant area. Attention, which

s therefore as a key aspect of our visual experience, has recently

een demonstrated can play an important role in the context of

pplying artificial neural networks to a variety of tasks from fields

uch as computer vision and NLP [33,39–42] . Attention is consid-

red as a set of spatial maps that essentially try to encode on

hich spatial areas of the input the network focuses most for

aking its output decision (e.g., for classifying an image), where,

urthermore, these maps can be defined on various layers of the

etwork so that they are able to capture both low-, mid-, and

igh-level representation information. There are two types of spa-

ial attention maps: activation-based and gradient-based. We used

ctivation-based attention maps due to its simplicity of calculation.

Consider a feature map T ∈ R C × H × W , which has size of H × W

nd C channels. An activation-based mapping function P takes as

nput the above tensor and outputs a spatial attention map: 

 : R 

C×H×W → R 

H×W (7)

The implicit assumption that we make in this section is that

he absolute value of a hidden neuron activation (that results when

he network is evaluated on given input) can be used as an indica-

ion about the importance of that neuron on the specific input. In

ur network, we use sum of absolute values as mapping function

 Fig. 3 ): 

 ( T ) = 

C ∑ 

i =1 

| T i | (8) 

here T i is the i th channel in feature map. 

It is important to understand why attention map P ( T ) can be

pplied in fine grained semantic alignment process on spatial level.
e consider a particular channel in the feature map as the re-

ponse of a feature filter (convolution kernel). For a specific input,

f the activation values in one region of the feature map tends to

, we think that the region in the image is suppressed, or that it

as little effect on the output of the network. Conversely, if a re-

ion is often activated (when using a non sparse activation func-

ion like sigmoid , it means that the activation value is a large posi-

ive or small negative number), this region is the critical areas that

ffect the result. The attention map shows the concerning degree

f the model to different regions in an image. Therefore, it rep-

esents the semantically significant spatial information learned by

he network. 

Under unsupervised cross-domain generation settings, we think

f attention map as the additional knowledge network learned

rom the labeled data. For source image and adapted image, we

xpect them to have similar high-level spatial representation in-

ormation. That is to say, source images and adapted images are

equired not only to belong to the same category, but to have the

ame critical areas that affect the result of classification. Therefore,

ttention map defined on high layers of shared feature extractor

nd low layers of generator must be aligned as far as possible. 

Let P ( G 

l ) indicate attention map defined on l th layer of genera-

or, P 
(
E L −l 

)
means attention map defined on last l th layer of shared

eature extractor, £Attention can be formulated based 8 as: 

At tent ion = d 2 
(
P 
(
G 

l 
)

− P 
(
E L −l 

))
(9) 

here d 2 is similarity metric function the same as that in (5) . And

 − l represents the last l th layer of a network which has layers of

 . 

. Experimental results and analysis 

In this section, extensive experiments were conducted to eval-

ate the proposed approach on the two challenging tasks: un-

aired image-to-image translation and unsupervised domain adap-

ation. In first task, we transfer images from the domain of Street

iew House Number (SVHN) [43] dataset of Netzer et al. (2011)

o MNIST [44] dataset by LeCun et al. (2010). Then we generalize

rom this task to more complex situations, whose objective is to

enerate clipart images using real world natural images on Office-

ome [45] dataset. In next task, we apply the model to unsuper-

ised visual domain adaptation scenario and evaluate the classifi-

ation performance on the test split of target images. 

.1. Unpaired image-to-image translation 

Datasets. We conduct an experiment on object classification

enchmarks and try some innovative and challenging cross-domain

mage generation tasks listed below: 
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Fig. 6. Attention mechanism visualization. 
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SVHN to MNIST. We use the popular MNIST dataset of hand-

written digits as the source domain and SVHN dataset represent-

ing the target domain. MNIST contains 70 0 0 0 28 × 28 size images

of the 10 digits (0–9) with black background and we use standard

splits, comprising of 60,0 0 0 training, 10,0 0 0 test. Contrast with the

former, SVHN with 32 × 32 size are significantly different in ap-

pearance and have diverse profile of background and color. In the

experiment, we train classifier on a the original 73,257 SVHN train-

ing images and use all of 70,0 0 0 MNIST images for fitting data dis-

tribution. Then the model was evaluated on 26032 SVHN testing

images. 

Office-Home Real-World to Clipart. Office-Home [45] dataset is

newly created to evaluate domain adaptation algorithms for object

recognition. It consists of images from 4 different domains: Artis-

tic images, Clip Art, Product images and Real-World images (See

more information in Fig. 4 ). For each domain, the dataset contains

images of 65 object categories found typically in Office and Home

settings. We choose Real-World to Clipart direction for evaluating

our algorithm. 

6.1.1. SVHN to MNIST 

In this section, we will describe implementation details of

SVHN-MNIST transfer. Our improved model realized by TensorFlow

[46] , makes some modifications based on DTN [2] . We keep the

network architecture fixed with DTN and add some novel loss

functions. In order to keep input tensor to have the same shape,

MNIST images are resized to 32 × 32 using Lanczos resample al-

gorithm and then replicated the dim of channel three times to be

consistent with SVHN input. In both experiments, multiplier of pe-

nalized item α, β , γ are set into 0.01, 1 and 0.0 0 01, classification

network training interval t is set into 20. 

In preparation phase, source training data are fed into network

to pretrain E and F. E is critical part of the model, which deter-

mines failure or success of training. Note that parameters of F re-

mained fixed in other stages except for pretraining stage. We set

batch size 200 to ensure stability of the adversarial training pro-

cess and all model parameters are optimized by RMSprop [47] . For

enhancing the quality of generated images, a series of advanced

loss functions are used. Here we analyze the practical role of these

loss in the experiment below: 

Attention loss. The symmetry of E and G must be guaranteed

when we calculate £Attention , that means if there are 8 × 8 feature

maps in encoder, we must ensure generator has 8 × 8 feature maps
oo. £Attention here is computed by the formula: 

At tent ion = £At tent ion 1 + £At tent ion 2 (10)

We give an intuitive description of £Attention 1 and £Attention 2 in

ig. 5 . Attention loss is calculated on both 8 × 8 and 4 × 4 feature

aps. The former is for capturing the details of the image and

he latter is for the sake of getting more consistent semantic in-

ormation. Indeed, Attention loss contributes to improve the qual-

ty of the generated image, highlight the edge of the object. We

andomly selected some samples to perform contrast experiment

nd obtained two groups of data, one taking attention loss into ac-

ount and another not. As the result shown in Fig. 6 a and 6 c, gener-

ted digits using attention loss have clearer edge than those not. In

he experiment, we found that 8 × 8 and 4 × 4 feature maps were

qually essential. Discarding any of them will make a performance

egradation. 

LabelConst loss. Original images and adapted images having sim-

lar high-level semantics can be seen as a strong priori. Previous

ork adds this priori to networks by using feature consistent loss

2] , which constraints deep feature of source images and corre-

ponding adapted images to be as close as possible. Differently, our

etwork aligns high-level semantics using LabelConst loss, due to

he latter constraint is more relaxed than feature consistent loss.

his endows more freedom to network on image generation. 

GAN loss. A lot of work has been done to ameliorate the con-

ergence and stability of traditional GAN [48–51] . We found these

mprovements are indeed beneficial for getting higher quality pic-

ures in our network. Wasserstein GAN [48] , as an ingenious mod-

fication to conventional adversarial loss, was widely used in later

AN related work because of its excellent performance and sim-

licity of implementation. We adopted Wasserstein loss as opti-

ization objective of adversarial training in the experiment, in-

tead of original cross entropy function. The exact form of Wasser-

tein loss is defined as follows: 

£WGAN = min θg 
max θd 

E x t 

[
D 

(
x 

t ; θd 

)]
−E x s [ D ( G ( E ( x 

s ; θe ) ; θg ) ; θd ) ] 

(11)

ote that the activation function of the last layer of the discrimi-

ator is removed. 

.1.2. Office-Home Real-World to Clipart 

Unsupervised cross-domain image generation require a large

olume of training data, especially natural images. Unfortunately,

xisting datasets for cross-domain task are always single category

n one domain. Actually, multi-class transferring is a primary goal

f visual domain adaptation [52,53] , whose circumstance is similar

o ours. So we abandon image-to-image translation datasets and

ry some standard datasets for vision-based domain adaptation. 

We release the Office-Home [45] dataset for our task. As shown

n Fig. 4 . The Office-Home dataset consists of 4 domains, with each

omain containing images from 65 categories of everyday objects

nd a total of around 15, 500 images. The domains include, Art:

rtistic depictions of objects in the form of sketches, paintings,

rnamentation, etc.; Clipart: collection of clipart images; Product:

mages of objects without a background, akin to the Amazon cate-

ory in Office dataset; Real-World: images of objects captured with

 regular camera. Some troubles will occur when we use Office-

ome to do image transformation task while the one is only for vi-

ual domain adaptation, such that Office-Home has numerous cat-

gories but each class has a small number of samples. This is a big

mpediment to GAN learning potential distribution of the data. So

his dataset can be considered highly challenging. 

The pictures in the dataset have various sizes, so we zoom

ll the images to the size of 32 × 32. Network structure and hy-

er parameters are consistent with which in SVHN-MNIST exper-

ment. We do some visualization about attention mechanism in
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Fig. 7. This is the final experimental results. We splited the results into two parts, (a), (b), (c) in SVHN to MNIST experiment and (d), (e), (f) in Real-World to Clipart. For (a), 

(b), (c): source images and corresponding generated samples are presented in leftcolumn and rightcolumn respectively. For (d), (e), (f): Source images were displayed in first 

and third columns and second and fourth columns were showing corresponding outputs. Here are detailed description: (a), (d): Our proposed model (Semantic invariant 

GAN). (b), (e): Primitive method(we used Domain Transfer Network in our experiments). (c), (f): Our model without attention loss, the purpose of joining this comparative 

experiment is to prove that attention mechanism does improves the performance of algorithm. 
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ur network. Attention maps of network intermediate layer were

utput and upsampled to same size as original images. As the

ig. 6 shows, our network exactly learned the important part of

mages and pay more attention to align this area. 

The experimental result shows our model has learned the shape

f objects and generated particular textures on the object that

akes samples look like target images. In addition, generated im-

ges hold fixed semantics with their source counterparts even if

he appearance has been changed. See detailed results in Fig. 7 . 

.2. Unsupervised domain adaptation 

In this section, we study the performance of the SIGAN for

nsupervised domain adaptation, where labeled data is available

nly in the source domain and no labeled data is available in the

arget domain. We compare the SIGAN with state-of-the-art do-

ain adaptation methods: (i) Geodesic Flow Kernel ( GFK ) [54] , (ii)

ransfer Component Analysis ( TCA ) [26] , (iii) Domain Adversarial

eural Network ( DANN ) [31] and (iv) Domain Transfer Network
 DTN ) [2] . For the shallow learning methods GFK and TCA , we ex-

ract deep features from the fc7 layer of the VGG-16 network that

as pre-trained on the ImageNet dataset. 

Results and discussion. The results are reported for the target

lassification in each of the transfer tasks in Table 1 , where ac-

uracies denote the percentage of correctly classified target data

amples in the test split. 

We use both training split of SVHN and MNIST to train our

odel. Then the percentage of correctly classified samples in test

plit of MNIST was calculated as accuracy. From the results we

an see that the GAN based approach greatly surpasses the perfor-

ance of the traditional shallow learning methods. In addition to

he discriminant model, the generative model DTN also achieves

igher recognition rates in the task. As an advanced version of

TN, our model gets accuracy of 83.41% and has significantly

mproved the accuracy over DTN. Furthermore, we compare the

ffect of different losses on the model performance. We found

LabelConst and £GAN was the most fatal part of the objective.

hey played a major role in the process of producing semantic
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Table 1 

Recognition accuracies (%) for domain adaptation ex- 

periments on the SVHN-MNIST. 

Method Accuracy 

GFK 65.42% 

TCA 62.71% 

DANN 73.90% 

DTN 80.23% 

SIGAN without £TV 83.63% 

SIGAN 83.41% 

SIGAN without £Attention 78.56% 

SIGAN without £LabelConst 51.77% 

SIGAN without £GAN 32.60% 

SIGAN without £Attention and £LabelConst 10.39% 

Source only 60.21% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

invariant cross-domain images. £Attention can also correct the detail

information of the image to a certain extent to improve the

recognition rate. SIGAN without £Attention and £LabelConst can be seen

as traditional GAN methods which do not model the properties

of human visual perception. They failed in unsupervised visual

domain adaptation. The last item in the table suggests that the

optional loss £TV , which is just for slightly smoothing the resulting

images, does not affect the model performance. 

From what has been discussed above, we can draw the con-

clusion that in the objective function £LabelConst plays a key role in

solving the domain adaptation problem. This shows that the se-

mantics of the generated image is indeed consistent with the orig-

inal image. It s also critical to the adversarial loss, which makes

the model learn the invariant representation between two domains

through adversarial training. 

7. Conclusion 

In this paper, we first introduced the related work about image-

to-image translation and stated that traditional image-to-image

translation mothods merely consider the visual appearance prop-

erties, they failed to maintain the true semantics of an image

during the transfer learning procedure from source to target do-

main. Then, we proposed a new GAN based model called SIGAN,

which considered the image semantics, made generated samples

both visually similar with target images and semantically consis-

tent with their source counterparts. Our model achieved state-of-

the-art results on several benchmark datasets. Based on a series

of wonderful characteristic under unsupervised settings, our model

can be extended to some more practical scenarios, such as un-

supervised visual domain adaptation, data augmentation or image

retrieval [55,56] . Although the performance of the algorithm has

been greatly improved, the quality of the generated pictures is still

not well guaranteed because of significant shortcomings the GAN

has. In the future, more effort will be devoted to generate images

with higher resolution and higher quality. 
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